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Reading free Business and corporate aviation

management by john sheehan (Read Only)

here is a comprehensive and practical guide to choosing a business aviation model setting it up and

making it work the author who has more than four decades in the aviation industry skillfully blends

business and aviation issues to provide solid decision making strategies and smart operating practices

for the establishment and management of business aircraft explains methods of evaluating air

transportation needs and choosing appropriate means to meeting them provides detailed how to

information for aviation personnel on running a flight department ties all facets of business aviation

operation together business operations administration and financial covers regulatory requirements

policies scheduling planning security safety training and more includes extensive compilation of forms

and checklists the best resource on how to establish and run a company flight department revised and
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updated business and corporate aviation management second edition is the most comprehensive and

practical guide for a company to start an on demand air transportation system and make it work this

one of a kind resource skillfully blends business and aviation issues to provide solid decision making

strategies and smart operating practices needed to define establish and manage a corporate flight

department utilizing the author s more than four decades of experience in the aviation industry as

business aviation continues to evolve this blueprint for developing successful flight departments is

changing with it fully updated the second edition includes the latest business aircraft equipment

technology and maintenance practices it has also been revised to reflect the growing importance of

safety management systems along with changes in running and managing a flight department new to

this edition current regulations and aviation statistics tables and graphs updated to reflect current

values regulations associated with increased international operations new material added to each

chapter operations and safety chapters completely revised updated management techniques in this

comprehensive aviation manual raoul castro provides a source of invaluable corporate aviation
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management information he begins by giving an overview of corporate aviation from its inception then

focuses on the management principles and functions that specifically target corporate aviation through

the utilization of these sound management principles castro facilitates the acceptance of corporate

aircraft as indispensable tools of industry as castro notes few companies know how to use corporate

aircraft to maximum advantage drawing on his expertise and experience castro designs a plan by

which a company can achieve maximum utilization of an airplane or helicopter fleet he gives specific

instructions on how to facilitate the efficient use of the aviation department of a company select

appropriate aircraft plan for disasters and establish security measures fulfill legal requirements of the

governmental agencies that regulate the use of aircraft and manage the maintenance and repair of

aircraft castro also discusses the scores of details involved in the management of a professional

corporate aviation branch and how these details can be handled in a positive productive manner after

thoroughly examining the overall managerial functions involved in planning organizing controlling and

implementing an aviation arm castro concludes by discussing the future of corporate aviation this book
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is a practical and valuable guide for the executive in charge of an aviation department an aviation

department manager or chief pilot aspirants to aviation management positions and both students and

teachers of aviation management business aviation is one of america s most important yet least

understood industries most organizations about 85 operating business aircraft are small and medium

size enterprises they include a wide range of organizations state governments universities charitable

organizations and all types of businesses while the organizations that rely on business aviation are

varied they all have one thing in common the need for fast flexible safe and secure access to

destinations worldwide many small u s businesses rely on business aviation they are located in

markets where the airlines have reduced or eliminated service making business aviation an important

connection to the rest of the world business aviation fosters efficiency and productivity and is essential

in an intensely competitive global marketplace this textbook practical applications in business aviation

management systematically examines business aviation and provides you with a complete

understanding of one of america s most dynamic industries in this comprehensive guide to business
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aviation management authors james r cannon and franklin d richey provide in depth and useful

information on all aspects of managing a corporate aviation program the book begins with a brief look

at the history of business aviation and its important role in the aviation industry it then moves on to

focus on the practical issues facing all corporate aviation programs such as regulatory compliance

administrative issues aircraft and facility maintenance finances and budgeting aircraft selection and

acquisition standard operating procedures international operations human resource management

training communication and teambuilding safety and security and much more the book also includes a

foreword by ed bolen the president and ceo of the national business aviation association it is an

essential tool for students and professionals who need comprehensive accurate and practical

information on managing a corporate aviation program designing and executing strategy in aviation

management is designed to provide an intensely practical guide to this critically important topic

comprehensive in coverage and easy to read in style it allows both professionals and students to

understand the principles and practicalities of crafting and executing business strategies with an
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aviation context the result is a comprehensive and multifaceted teaching learning package which

includes applied case studies on a wide range of airlines and aviation businesses setting out how

these organizations deal with strategy formulation and implementation in critical areas topics covered

include corporate strategy generic strategy competitive strategy internal and external environment

assessment mergers alliances safety and security written directly for both aviation professionals and

student courses in aviation strategy aviation management and aviation operations it will also be of

great interest to aviation professionals in a variety of different fields including airlines corporate aviation

consultancy etc as well as academics within the field of aviation and those within the field of strategy

and management science this volume provides an introduction to aviation management covering all

major actors and processes the fundamental structures and the economic and regulatory background

of the industry it comprises contributions from experienced practitioners of the aviation industry and

from scholars in that field aviation is a dynamic international industry there is world wide industry trend

that indicates the need for aviation management with higher level techniques to function effectively in
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this highly competitive field the aviation industry is already reeling from one of the deepest and most

sustained business downturns in recent years but there has been little support from the governments

and regulators the industry was finding the regulations on the industry as burdensome and that it was

becoming more apparent now in the period of crisis this present book deals with all the relevant areas

of aviation industry and gives vital information on aviation management the international civil aviation

organization s icao decision to require aviation organizations to adopt safety management systems

poses a major problem especially for small and medium sized aviation companies the complexity of

regulations overstrains the aviation stakeholders who seek to fully advantage from them but have no

clear guidance the aim of the book is to show the implementation of such a new system with

pragmatic effort in order to gain a gradation for smaller operators this approach should illustrate the

leeway in order to adapt the processes and to show the interfaces between corporate risk

management and safety management the book shows how to build a system with reasonable effort

appropriate to the size and complexity of the specific operator it also gives inputs on the key aspects
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and how to effectively operate such a system with the various interfaces furthermore the book

highlights the importance of corporate risk management independent of safety management systems

based on icao although introductions to courses in finance exist for a variety of fields robert w kaps

provides the first text to address the subject from an aviation viewpoint relying on his vast experience

twenty plus years in the airline industry and more than thirty years in aviation kaps seeks not only to

prepare students for careers in the aviation field but also to evoke in these students an excitement

about the business specifically he shows students how airlines airports and aviation are financed each

chapter contains examples and illustrations and ends with suggested readings and references

following his discussion of financial management and accounting procedures kaps turns to financial

management and sources of financial information here he discusses types of business organizations

corporate goals business ethics maximizing share price and sources of financial information kaps also

covers debt markets financial statements air transport sector revenue generation and air transport

operating cost management including cost administration and labor costs fuel and landing fees and
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rentals he describes in depth air transport yield management systems and airport financing including

revenues ownership operations revenue generation funding allocation of air improvement program

funds bonds and passenger facility charges kaps concludes with a discussion of the preparation of a

business plan which includes advice about starting and running a business he also provides two

typical business plan outlines while the elements of fiscal management in aviation follow generally

accepted accounting principles many nuances are germane only to the airline industry kaps provides a

basic understanding of the principles that are applicable throughout the airline industry sustainability

factors should be considered by managers like any other business risk issue these factors are

expected to have a substantial impact on corporate management air transport corporations need a

strong sustainability management framework to effectively manage economic environmental and social

risks to achieve their corporate sustainability objectives and to meet their stakeholders demands this

book offers a new enterprise sustainability risk management esrm model to fulfill these requirements in

the model presented the triple bottom line tbl agenda is incorporated into the companies sustainability
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management esrm deals with the environmental social and ecological risks as well as the strategic

economic operational and threat risks of companies the best corporate sustainability strategies and

management approaches require the consideration of all corporate risks in both a holistic and

systematic way flouris and kucuk yilmaz present an effective way to manage sustainability risks via a

new well designed integrated dynamic and flexible framework it introduces an opportunity for turning

risks into potential corporate advantages risk management and corporate sustainability in aviation is

addressed to professionals students and researchers within air transportation business management

and risk management embark on a thrilling journey into the world of aviation with navigating the skies

mastering aviation management this comprehensive guide takes you through the art and science of

aviation management unveiling strategies and insights to ensure the smooth operation of airlines

airports and aviation related businesses whether you re an aviation enthusiast aspiring professional or

seasoned industry veteran this book is your compass to mastering the principles of aviation

management unveiling operational excellence immerse yourself in the dynamic realm of aviation
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management as this book provides a roadmap to understanding the intricacies of airline operations

safety protocols customer service and regulatory compliance from mastering flight scheduling and fleet

management to ensuring passenger satisfaction and optimizing revenue from navigating complex

aviation regulations to enhancing aviation security this guide equips you with the tools to excel in the

art of aviation management key topics explored airline operations discover the essentials of managing

flight schedules crew assignments and aircraft maintenance for optimal performance passenger

experience learn about delivering exceptional customer service from ticket booking to in flight comfort

safety and security understand aviation safety protocols emergency response plans and strategies for

mitigating risks regulatory compliance navigate the ever changing landscape of aviation regulations

and ensure adherence to industry standards aviation business strategies explore revenue management

cost control and business development in the aviation sector target audience navigating the skies

caters to aviation professionals airline managers airport administrators students pursuing aviation

studies and anyone passionate about the aviation industry whether you re aspiring to lead aviation
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organizations enhance passenger experiences or contribute to the safe and efficient functioning of

aviation operations this book empowers you to navigate the intricacies of aviation management with

confidence unique selling points real life aviation scenarios engage with practical examples from the

aviation industry that showcase successful aviation management strategies practical tools and insights

provide actionable insights case studies and advanced tools for optimizing aviation operations safety

and compliance focus address the critical importance of safety protocols and regulatory compliance in

aviation management strategic innovation showcase how creative strategies and technological

advancements are reshaping aviation operations soar to new heights aviation management transcends

ordinary aviation guides it s a transformative resource that celebrates the art of understanding

navigating and mastering the complexities of aviation management whether you re ensuring passenger

satisfaction optimizing operational efficiency or contributing to aviation industry advancement this book

is your compass to mastering aviation management principles secure your copy of aviation

management and embark on a journey of mastering aviation management for safe efficient and
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innovative skies here is a comprehensive and practical guide to choosing a business aviation model

setting it up and making it work the author who has more than four decades in the aviation industry

skillfully blends business and aviation issues to provide solid decision making strategies and smart

operating practices for the establishment and management of business aircraft explains methods of

evaluating air transportation needs and choosing appropriate means to meeting them provides detailed

how to information for aviation personnel on running a flight department ties all facets of business

aviation operation together business operations administration and financial covers regulatory

requirements policies scheduling planning security safety training and more includes extensive

compilation of forms and checklists with the decline in new aircraft deliveries ownership and facilities

has come a similar decline in general aviation operations pilot certification and sales at fixed base

operators fbos it is clear that because of the challenges faced by the industry fbos must be well

managed to survive written from the academic and practical aviation experiences of the authors this

text provides the analytical tools that will assist the manager of the aviation service business who
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wishes to capitalize on these challenges and opportunities it is intended to serve both undergraduate

and graduate academic audiences as well as to be a practical reference for the individual in industry

also includes are links to additional trade and industry materials many of which are available on the

internet from a host of professional organizations to supplement the text this book is a comprehensive

review and empirical study on women capacity building leadership characteristics talent management

and women challenges in crises era from an aviation perspective this book offers a blend of

comprehensive and extensive high quality research outputs from highly reputed authors and editors

this book aims to address the following objectives explores the women empowerment facets in aviation

and its challenges in crisis era which will be covered throughout the book such facets of women

empowerment include women awareness of the right of equality self confidence changes in society

and at the workplace and capacity building examines the women leadership values in aviation which

will be covered throughout the book such leadership values include women leader behaviour impact

and followers leadership characteristics and technology skills covers key challenges that women in
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aviation experiencing during crisis era of pandemic covid 19 war crisis and disaster readers will be

able to understand women research studies in unexplored field aviation from different points of view in

this sense they will be able to compare contrast and comprehend whether the women issue from

aviation sector are difference lenses and delivered similarly or otherwise in different sector or parts of

the world this enables readers to understand differences and subsequent application towards women

empowerment and leadership in wider context readers will gain benefit from multi worldwide

contributors which coming from women leaders in the industry who s also a member of worldwide

women association such as women in logistics and transport wilat women in transport wit women in

corporate aviation wca moreover this book proposes a mixture of theory and practice with effective

case studies aims at reaching primarily doctoral postgraduate graduate and final year undergraduate

students in business and marketing logistics and transport gender studies cultural studies and it will

also useful and suitable to read for both managers and decision makers around the world too this book

provides a comprehensive overview of current strategic challenges and measures required to meet
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those challenges in a dynamic industry experts from aviation practice and management in addition to

acknowledged scholars contribute to this volume and combine academic expertise with economic and

business perspectives in an unprecedented way for the aviation field the focus is not restricted to

passenger airlines the five parts of the book additionally include chapters on alliance management and

formation strategic issues for air freight carriers and airport companies as well as impacts the airline

industry exerts on its environment the book combines both concepts and results from recent academic

research with applications and case studies from major industry players readership includes academics

students on advanced aviation courses senior aviation professionals in airline airport and supplier

companies international organizations and governmental agencies this book discusses the successful

integration of values ergonomy and risk management to achieve corporate strategic goals companies

are starting to focus on risk management and corporate sustainability but also value based approaches

in order to stay competitive although constantly emerging techniques are making this task easier

managing ergonomic based risks remain a challenge the book largely focuses on values ergonomy
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and risk management in the context of aviation business strategy offering insights into the principles of

successful aviation business management using a value based approach it is a valuable resource for

academics and postgraduate students as well as professionals in the aviation industry this book aims

to provide comprehensive coverage of the field of air transportation giving attention to all major

aspects such as aviation regulation economics management and strategy the book approaches

aviation as an interrelated economic system and in so doing presents the big picture of aviation in the

market economy it explains the linkages between domains such as politics society technology

economy ecology regulation and how these influence each other examples of airports and airlines and

case studies in each chapter support the application oriented approach students and researchers in

business administration with a focus on the aviation industry as well as professionals in the industry

looking to refresh or broaden their knowledge of the field will benefit from this book the best resource

on how to establish and run a company flight department revised and updated business and corporate

aviation management second edition is the most comprehensive and practical guide for a company to
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start an on demand air transportation system and make it work this one of a kind resource skillfully

blends business and aviation issues to provide solid decision making strategies and smart operating

practices needed to define establish and manage a corporate flight department utilizing the author s

more than four decades of experience in the aviation industry as business aviation continues to evolve

this blueprint for developing successful flight departments is changing with it fully updated the second

edition includes the latest business aircraft equipment technology and maintenance practices it has

also been revised to reflect the growing importance of safety management systems along with

changes in running and managing a flight department new to this edition current regulations and

aviation statistics tables and graphs updated to reflect current values regulations associated with

increased international operations new material added to each chapter operations and safety chapters

completely revised updated management techniques this valuable volume reprints the most important

and influential journal articles and papers on aviation management with an extensive introduction by

the editor the volume is designed to improve access to the journal literature for libraries expanding
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their collections and provide scholars with a convenient and authoritative reference source tom lawton

selects the best of the management literature in this area from the top journals as well as including

harder to find articles in the wider strategic management literature the volume will be essential reading

for all scholars and students interested in aviation management issues as well as those working in the

industry who want a snapshot of current thinking in the field provides the analytical tools that will assist

the manager of the aviation service business who wishes to be competitive in today s aviation

environment capitalize on challenges and opportunities this is a practical reference for the individual in

industry and also serves well in undergraduate and graduate courses a vital resource for any aviation

professional pilots aircraft maintenance engineers continuing airworthiness management organizations

aircraft owners private operators airline companies civil aviation authority inspectors students flight

schools independent contractors brokers aviation lawyers applicable to both helicopter and fixed wing

environments whether aircraft are operated privately or commercially practical information is provided

on airworthiness maintenance and operations and how they interface with one another throughout their
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careers annalisa bret have worked with and helped many clients and they now wish to share what they

ve learned with as many aviation professionals as possible their goal with this book is to translate

regulatory requirements into practical processes for the reader to understand the dynamics pertaining

to the management of aircraft the different aspects involved and the importance of the airworthiness

operations maintenance relationship because managing an aircraft is not a one person job many of the

processes and cases described in the book are applicable to most aviation professionals despite their

expertise area of operations or respective regulatory requirements the authors offer regulatory insights

into some of the most common aviation regulatory frameworks like faa easa canadian aviation

regulation san marino aviation regulation and the uk overseas territories requirements they depict

different operational scenarios and offer dos and don ts for aircraft management with real life examples

taken directly from their journeys in the aviation industry the book brilliantly merges the industry point

of view offered by annalisa s expertise with bret s perspective as a regulator chapters include chapter

1 introduction what we d like to achieve with this book who are the protagonists of this book our
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intended audience chapter 2 aircraft management what why and how what is airworthiness

management why is airworthiness management important where did airworthiness come from what to

manage and how maintenance programs the importance of traceability aircraft technical records defect

traceability technical records the role of software providers and analysts the role of the manufacturer in

continued airworthiness single pilot operations aircraft management organizations and airworthiness

personnel the importance of writing a good manual new old and transition aircraft training issues that

we ve seen in industry chapter 3 operational dynamics aircraft owners vs aircraft operators private vs

commercial operations offshore operations and helicopter management key insights for managing all

types of operations chapter 4 the airworthiness operations maintenance workflow general duties and

responsibilities for flight ops airworthiness and maintenance management with examples joint

procedures manual jpm aviation school imprints chapter 5 quality safety culture what is quality and

what is safety management quality what why and how to manage it safety management system what

why and how to manage it risk management what why and how issues with quality and safety and
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how to avoid them chapter 6 audits inspections definition and purpose of an audit are they really

important types of audits examples of non compliances in aircraft management consequences of non

compliance chapter 7 civil aviation authorities what are they and what are their goals authorities the

different structures responsibility oversight and bilateral agreements who checks on civil aviation

authorities how to choose an authority chapter 8 moving aviation forward ethics and aviation in person

relationships and communication management disconnections leadership and teamwork multitasking is

it really effective personnel management and human development time to jump to another level at the

end the authors share their ideas for the future of aviation they discuss how we move forward with

some provoking thoughts about the importance of ethics in aviation the inefficiencies of multitasking

disconnection of the management class teamwork and real leadership finally they offer their thoughts

on a more profound approach to human resources and the importance of taking care of the human

part to move the aviation industry that they are so passionate about into the future this book provides

an overview of the aviation sector by focusing on all major aspects embedded in the environment
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subsystems and the market of aviation the book explains the linkages between subsystems politics

society technology economy environment and regulation and how these subsystems influence each

other and the market the book starts by describing the aviation system then focuses on the supply side

and the demand side of the system and in a final part focuses on steering and controlling the system

of aviation from a managerial economic and regulatory perspective examples and case studies of

airports airlines and the production industry in each chapter support the application oriented approach

the summary and review questions help the reader to understand the focus and main messages of

each chapter students and researchers in business administration with a focus on aviation as well as

professionals in the industry looking to refresh or broaden their knowledge in the field will benefit from

this book an introduction to the principles of marketing and management as applied to the general

aviation industry the text explores the motivations and chracteristics unique to each market for general

aviation aircraft and the importance of the fixed based operator in the marketing process this book

delves into corporate governance sustainability and information systems related to the aviation sector
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due to globalization and rise in cross border business the aviation sector has become an essential

means of transport however the industry has tremendous impact on social economic and natural

environments and carries significant risks the book explores such issues plaguing the aviation sector

under three key areas csr and sustainability information systems and risk management and corporate

governance and accountability in the airline industry the book concludes with an analysis of the impact

of covid 19 crisis on the industry and ways to respond and recover from the effects of the pandemic

combining the considerable respective expertise of triant flouris and dennis lock this unique book

highlights the ways that successful businesses are managed in the aviation industry through the

identification and application of proven project management methods theoretical concepts are defined

clarified and shown how they can be valuable to business managers and students of the aviation

business sector aviation project management builds on the successful and popular work of dennis lock

but is considerably enhanced by applications examples illustrations and case examples pertaining to

projects exclusively from the aviation industry theory in the project management field is already well
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evolved so the purpose of this book is not to review that theory but rather to demonstrate how the

lessons of theory can be of practical use to aviation students and business managers it provides a

practical guide to those interested in how projects are managed and the common mistakes that

aviation project managers should avoid operational information management is at a crossroads as it

sheds the remaining vestiges of its paper based processes and moves through the uncharted domain

of electronic data processes the final outcome is not yet in full focus but real progress has been made

in the transition to electronic documents providing the aviation industry with a clear direction this book

looks at a combination of industry initiatives and airline successes that point to the next steps that

operators can take as they transition to fully integrated information management systems although the

route has not been fully identified it is evident that a key to successful long term efficient information

management is industry wide cooperation the chapters are authored by a range of experts in

operational information management and collectively they outline ways that operators can improve

efficiency across flight ground and maintenance operations considerations and recommendations are
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identified and presented addressing the following priorities safety critical information and procedures

human factors information security operational information standardization the readership includes

airline flight operations managers and standards personnel airline operating documents and publication

specialists airline information managers commercial pilots airline maintenance managers and personnel

manufacturers and vendors of aviation products aviation regulators and policy makers aviation

researchers and developers of information technologies and military technical publications specialists

wheels up airline business plan development is the first text that teaches the fundamentals of strategic

business planning as they apply to the airline industry dr john wensveen an international consultant

and assistant professor of airline management at embry riddle aeronautical university focuses on

issues of particular concern to airline professionals flexibility in the current competitive environment the

importance of understanding the structural organization of an airline and the considerations necessary

when making any strategic decision are just a few of the recurring themes he addresses in addition the

reader is encouraged to consider current trends post 9 11 and topics of special interest cost cutting
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aircraft fleet management and corporate structure to name a few while learning the process of creating

a successful business plan written to be accessible to executives graduates and undergraduates

wensveen s text will be of interest to aviation enthusiasts as well as professionals in the field aviation

has grown leaps and bounds within the last decade aviation courses and training at all levels have

shown an exponential increase around the globe there has been a restricted focus on writing books in

this sector of the economy mainly due to the shortage of expertise in this specialist and complex area

this book was written with the purpose of meeting this need of the aviation sector due to the diversified

nature of aviation knowledge which includes flying engineering airports allied trades for aircraft and

airports airline and airport management and operations education etc one text alone will not suffice

and do justice to address all these areas it is envisaged to develop subsequent parts of this book to

cover all these knowledge areas this book is the first installment of any subsequent books and

explores issues including airline management and operations airline business models airport systems

flight operational procedures aircraft maintenance runway safety management systems and air traffic
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management in particular attention will be given to aspects such as analysis of air traffic in a domestic

market runway safety management systems critical success factors for multiple mro service providers

key pain points of the industry to be addressed to move into the future new research on hub airports

for international flights new business models for airlines and runway safety management systems this

book is useful to aviation managers educators students and professionals interested in any of the

above issues the original idea of kite flying from china was the first attempt of humankind to fly some

man made objects high into the air chinese used kites to send messages lift humans measure

distances and test winds during the 5th century to the 7th century ad they also prepared hot air

balloons to scare away enemies in the 3rd century bc later during the period of renaissance leonardo

da vinci studied the flying principles of birds and anticipated that an equal amount of resistance is

offered by an object to the air just as the resistance air offers to the object aviation management is an

activity of planning designing operating and maintaining aircraft and airports this is an introductory

tutorial that provides an overview of how airports and airlines are managed worldwide this book has
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been prepared for beginners to help them understand the basics of aviation management it will be

quite useful for those who are keen on taking up a management career in aviation for all other

enthusiastic readers this tutorial is a good earning material the book is designed to provide general

aviation users with comprehensive information on advanced avionics equipment available in technically

advanced aircraft following on from their earlier collaboration aviation project management the authors

have written this more in depth book for those who need to study aviation project management in

greater detail and connect project management within an aviation context to prudent business decision

making aviation project management is described throughout all stages of a lifecycle that begins when

the project is first conceived and does not end until it has been successfully completed fully

documented and put into operational service
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here is a comprehensive and practical guide to choosing a business aviation model setting it up and

making it work the author who has more than four decades in the aviation industry skillfully blends

business and aviation issues to provide solid decision making strategies and smart operating practices

for the establishment and management of business aircraft explains methods of evaluating air

transportation needs and choosing appropriate means to meeting them provides detailed how to

information for aviation personnel on running a flight department ties all facets of business aviation

operation together business operations administration and financial covers regulatory requirements

policies scheduling planning security safety training and more includes extensive compilation of forms

and checklists
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the best resource on how to establish and run a company flight department revised and updated

business and corporate aviation management second edition is the most comprehensive and practical

guide for a company to start an on demand air transportation system and make it work this one of a

kind resource skillfully blends business and aviation issues to provide solid decision making strategies

and smart operating practices needed to define establish and manage a corporate flight department

utilizing the author s more than four decades of experience in the aviation industry as business

aviation continues to evolve this blueprint for developing successful flight departments is changing with

it fully updated the second edition includes the latest business aircraft equipment technology and

maintenance practices it has also been revised to reflect the growing importance of safety

management systems along with changes in running and managing a flight department new to this



edition current regulations and aviation statistics tables and graphs updated to reflect current values

regulations associated with increased international operations new material added to each chapter

operations and safety chapters completely revised updated management techniques

Corporate Aviation Management

1998

in this comprehensive aviation manual raoul castro provides a source of invaluable corporate aviation

management information he begins by giving an overview of corporate aviation from its inception then

focuses on the management principles and functions that specifically target corporate aviation through

the utilization of these sound management principles castro facilitates the acceptance of corporate

aircraft as indispensable tools of industry as castro notes few companies know how to use corporate

aircraft to maximum advantage drawing on his expertise and experience castro designs a plan by



which a company can achieve maximum utilization of an airplane or helicopter fleet he gives specific

instructions on how to facilitate the efficient use of the aviation department of a company select

appropriate aircraft plan for disasters and establish security measures fulfill legal requirements of the

governmental agencies that regulate the use of aircraft and manage the maintenance and repair of

aircraft castro also discusses the scores of details involved in the management of a professional

corporate aviation branch and how these details can be handled in a positive productive manner after

thoroughly examining the overall managerial functions involved in planning organizing controlling and

implementing an aviation arm castro concludes by discussing the future of corporate aviation this book

is a practical and valuable guide for the executive in charge of an aviation department an aviation

department manager or chief pilot aspirants to aviation management positions and both students and

teachers of aviation management



Corporate Aviation Management

2011-03-22

business aviation is one of america s most important yet least understood industries most

organizations about 85 operating business aircraft are small and medium size enterprises they include

a wide range of organizations state governments universities charitable organizations and all types of

businesses while the organizations that rely on business aviation are varied they all have one thing in

common the need for fast flexible safe and secure access to destinations worldwide many small u s

businesses rely on business aviation they are located in markets where the airlines have reduced or

eliminated service making business aviation an important connection to the rest of the world business

aviation fosters efficiency and productivity and is essential in an intensely competitive global

marketplace this textbook practical applications in business aviation management systematically

examines business aviation and provides you with a complete understanding of one of america s most



dynamic industries in this comprehensive guide to business aviation management authors james r

cannon and franklin d richey provide in depth and useful information on all aspects of managing a

corporate aviation program the book begins with a brief look at the history of business aviation and its

important role in the aviation industry it then moves on to focus on the practical issues facing all

corporate aviation programs such as regulatory compliance administrative issues aircraft and facility

maintenance finances and budgeting aircraft selection and acquisition standard operating procedures

international operations human resource management training communication and teambuilding safety

and security and much more the book also includes a foreword by ed bolen the president and ceo of

the national business aviation association it is an essential tool for students and professionals who

need comprehensive accurate and practical information on managing a corporate aviation program



Practical Applications in Business Aviation Management

2012-01-16

designing and executing strategy in aviation management is designed to provide an intensely practical

guide to this critically important topic comprehensive in coverage and easy to read in style it allows

both professionals and students to understand the principles and practicalities of crafting and executing

business strategies with an aviation context the result is a comprehensive and multifaceted teaching

learning package which includes applied case studies on a wide range of airlines and aviation

businesses setting out how these organizations deal with strategy formulation and implementation in

critical areas topics covered include corporate strategy generic strategy competitive strategy internal

and external environment assessment mergers alliances safety and security written directly for both

aviation professionals and student courses in aviation strategy aviation management and aviation

operations it will also be of great interest to aviation professionals in a variety of different fields



including airlines corporate aviation consultancy etc as well as academics within the field of aviation

and those within the field of strategy and management science

Designing and Executing Strategy in Aviation Management

2016-04-08

this volume provides an introduction to aviation management covering all major actors and processes

the fundamental structures and the economic and regulatory background of the industry it comprises

contributions from experienced practitioners of the aviation industry and from scholars in that field

Introduction to Aviation Management

2010



aviation is a dynamic international industry there is world wide industry trend that indicates the need

for aviation management with higher level techniques to function effectively in this highly competitive

field the aviation industry is already reeling from one of the deepest and most sustained business

downturns in recent years but there has been little support from the governments and regulators the

industry was finding the regulations on the industry as burdensome and that it was becoming more

apparent now in the period of crisis this present book deals with all the relevant areas of aviation

industry and gives vital information on aviation management

Aviation Management

2009

the international civil aviation organization s icao decision to require aviation organizations to adopt

safety management systems poses a major problem especially for small and medium sized aviation



companies the complexity of regulations overstrains the aviation stakeholders who seek to fully

advantage from them but have no clear guidance the aim of the book is to show the implementation of

such a new system with pragmatic effort in order to gain a gradation for smaller operators this

approach should illustrate the leeway in order to adapt the processes and to show the interfaces

between corporate risk management and safety management the book shows how to build a system

with reasonable effort appropriate to the size and complexity of the specific operator it also gives

inputs on the key aspects and how to effectively operate such a system with the various interfaces

furthermore the book highlights the importance of corporate risk management independent of safety

management systems based on icao

Aviation Risk and Safety Management

2014-03-31



although introductions to courses in finance exist for a variety of fields robert w kaps provides the first

text to address the subject from an aviation viewpoint relying on his vast experience twenty plus years

in the airline industry and more than thirty years in aviation kaps seeks not only to prepare students for

careers in the aviation field but also to evoke in these students an excitement about the business

specifically he shows students how airlines airports and aviation are financed each chapter contains

examples and illustrations and ends with suggested readings and references following his discussion

of financial management and accounting procedures kaps turns to financial management and sources

of financial information here he discusses types of business organizations corporate goals business

ethics maximizing share price and sources of financial information kaps also covers debt markets

financial statements air transport sector revenue generation and air transport operating cost

management including cost administration and labor costs fuel and landing fees and rentals he

describes in depth air transport yield management systems and airport financing including revenues

ownership operations revenue generation funding allocation of air improvement program funds bonds



and passenger facility charges kaps concludes with a discussion of the preparation of a business plan

which includes advice about starting and running a business he also provides two typical business

plan outlines while the elements of fiscal management in aviation follow generally accepted accounting

principles many nuances are germane only to the airline industry kaps provides a basic understanding

of the principles that are applicable throughout the airline industry

Fiscal Aspects of Aviation Management

2000

sustainability factors should be considered by managers like any other business risk issue these

factors are expected to have a substantial impact on corporate management air transport corporations

need a strong sustainability management framework to effectively manage economic environmental

and social risks to achieve their corporate sustainability objectives and to meet their stakeholders



demands this book offers a new enterprise sustainability risk management esrm model to fulfill these

requirements in the model presented the triple bottom line tbl agenda is incorporated into the

companies sustainability management esrm deals with the environmental social and ecological risks as

well as the strategic economic operational and threat risks of companies the best corporate

sustainability strategies and management approaches require the consideration of all corporate risks in

both a holistic and systematic way flouris and kucuk yilmaz present an effective way to manage

sustainability risks via a new well designed integrated dynamic and flexible framework it introduces an

opportunity for turning risks into potential corporate advantages risk management and corporate

sustainability in aviation is addressed to professionals students and researchers within air

transportation business management and risk management



Risk Management and Corporate Sustainability in Aviation

2016-04-08

embark on a thrilling journey into the world of aviation with navigating the skies mastering aviation

management this comprehensive guide takes you through the art and science of aviation management

unveiling strategies and insights to ensure the smooth operation of airlines airports and aviation related

businesses whether you re an aviation enthusiast aspiring professional or seasoned industry veteran

this book is your compass to mastering the principles of aviation management unveiling operational

excellence immerse yourself in the dynamic realm of aviation management as this book provides a

roadmap to understanding the intricacies of airline operations safety protocols customer service and

regulatory compliance from mastering flight scheduling and fleet management to ensuring passenger

satisfaction and optimizing revenue from navigating complex aviation regulations to enhancing aviation

security this guide equips you with the tools to excel in the art of aviation management key topics



explored airline operations discover the essentials of managing flight schedules crew assignments and

aircraft maintenance for optimal performance passenger experience learn about delivering exceptional

customer service from ticket booking to in flight comfort safety and security understand aviation safety

protocols emergency response plans and strategies for mitigating risks regulatory compliance navigate

the ever changing landscape of aviation regulations and ensure adherence to industry standards

aviation business strategies explore revenue management cost control and business development in

the aviation sector target audience navigating the skies caters to aviation professionals airline

managers airport administrators students pursuing aviation studies and anyone passionate about the

aviation industry whether you re aspiring to lead aviation organizations enhance passenger

experiences or contribute to the safe and efficient functioning of aviation operations this book

empowers you to navigate the intricacies of aviation management with confidence unique selling points

real life aviation scenarios engage with practical examples from the aviation industry that showcase

successful aviation management strategies practical tools and insights provide actionable insights case



studies and advanced tools for optimizing aviation operations safety and compliance focus address the

critical importance of safety protocols and regulatory compliance in aviation management strategic

innovation showcase how creative strategies and technological advancements are reshaping aviation

operations soar to new heights aviation management transcends ordinary aviation guides it s a

transformative resource that celebrates the art of understanding navigating and mastering the

complexities of aviation management whether you re ensuring passenger satisfaction optimizing

operational efficiency or contributing to aviation industry advancement this book is your compass to

mastering aviation management principles secure your copy of aviation management and embark on a

journey of mastering aviation management for safe efficient and innovative skies

AVIATION MANAGEMENT

2003-06-12



here is a comprehensive and practical guide to choosing a business aviation model setting it up and

making it work the author who has more than four decades in the aviation industry skillfully blends

business and aviation issues to provide solid decision making strategies and smart operating practices

for the establishment and management of business aircraft explains methods of evaluating air

transportation needs and choosing appropriate means to meeting them provides detailed how to

information for aviation personnel on running a flight department ties all facets of business aviation

operation together business operations administration and financial covers regulatory requirements

policies scheduling planning security safety training and more includes extensive compilation of forms

and checklists

Business and Corporate Aviation Management : On Demand Air



Travel

2012-12-07

with the decline in new aircraft deliveries ownership and facilities has come a similar decline in general

aviation operations pilot certification and sales at fixed base operators fbos it is clear that because of

the challenges faced by the industry fbos must be well managed to survive written from the academic

and practical aviation experiences of the authors this text provides the analytical tools that will assist

the manager of the aviation service business who wishes to capitalize on these challenges and

opportunities it is intended to serve both undergraduate and graduate academic audiences as well as

to be a practical reference for the individual in industry also includes are links to additional trade and

industry materials many of which are available on the internet from a host of professional organizations

to supplement the text



Essentials of Aviation Management

2023-09-12

this book is a comprehensive review and empirical study on women capacity building leadership

characteristics talent management and women challenges in crises era from an aviation perspective

this book offers a blend of comprehensive and extensive high quality research outputs from highly

reputed authors and editors this book aims to address the following objectives explores the women

empowerment facets in aviation and its challenges in crisis era which will be covered throughout the

book such facets of women empowerment include women awareness of the right of equality self

confidence changes in society and at the workplace and capacity building examines the women

leadership values in aviation which will be covered throughout the book such leadership values include

women leader behaviour impact and followers leadership characteristics and technology skills covers

key challenges that women in aviation experiencing during crisis era of pandemic covid 19 war crisis



and disaster readers will be able to understand women research studies in unexplored field aviation

from different points of view in this sense they will be able to compare contrast and comprehend

whether the women issue from aviation sector are difference lenses and delivered similarly or

otherwise in different sector or parts of the world this enables readers to understand differences and

subsequent application towards women empowerment and leadership in wider context readers will

gain benefit from multi worldwide contributors which coming from women leaders in the industry who s

also a member of worldwide women association such as women in logistics and transport wilat women

in transport wit women in corporate aviation wca moreover this book proposes a mixture of theory and

practice with effective case studies aims at reaching primarily doctoral postgraduate graduate and final

year undergraduate students in business and marketing logistics and transport gender studies cultural

studies and it will also useful and suitable to read for both managers and decision makers around the

world too



Women in Aviation

2017-07-05

this book provides a comprehensive overview of current strategic challenges and measures required to

meet those challenges in a dynamic industry experts from aviation practice and management in

addition to acknowledged scholars contribute to this volume and combine academic expertise with

economic and business perspectives in an unprecedented way for the aviation field the focus is not

restricted to passenger airlines the five parts of the book additionally include chapters on alliance

management and formation strategic issues for air freight carriers and airport companies as well as

impacts the airline industry exerts on its environment the book combines both concepts and results

from recent academic research with applications and case studies from major industry players

readership includes academics students on advanced aviation courses senior aviation professionals in

airline airport and supplier companies international organizations and governmental agencies



Strategic Management in the Aviation Industry

2009-09

this book discusses the successful integration of values ergonomy and risk management to achieve

corporate strategic goals companies are starting to focus on risk management and corporate

sustainability but also value based approaches in order to stay competitive although constantly

emerging techniques are making this task easier managing ergonomic based risks remain a challenge

the book largely focuses on values ergonomy and risk management in the context of aviation business

strategy offering insights into the principles of successful aviation business management using a value

based approach it is a valuable resource for academics and postgraduate students as well as

professionals in the aviation industry



Aviation Management

2016-03-28

this book aims to provide comprehensive coverage of the field of air transportation giving attention to

all major aspects such as aviation regulation economics management and strategy the book

approaches aviation as an interrelated economic system and in so doing presents the big picture of

aviation in the market economy it explains the linkages between domains such as politics society

technology economy ecology regulation and how these influence each other examples of airports and

airlines and case studies in each chapter support the application oriented approach students and

researchers in business administration with a focus on the aviation industry as well as professionals in

the industry looking to refresh or broaden their knowledge of the field will benefit from this book



Aviation Marketing

1982

the best resource on how to establish and run a company flight department revised and updated

business and corporate aviation management second edition is the most comprehensive and practical

guide for a company to start an on demand air transportation system and make it work this one of a

kind resource skillfully blends business and aviation issues to provide solid decision making strategies

and smart operating practices needed to define establish and manage a corporate flight department

utilizing the author s more than four decades of experience in the aviation industry as business

aviation continues to evolve this blueprint for developing successful flight departments is changing with

it fully updated the second edition includes the latest business aircraft equipment technology and

maintenance practices it has also been revised to reflect the growing importance of safety

management systems along with changes in running and managing a flight department new to this



edition current regulations and aviation statistics tables and graphs updated to reflect current values

regulations associated with increased international operations new material added to each chapter

operations and safety chapters completely revised updated management techniques

Corporate Aviation

2019-11-17

this valuable volume reprints the most important and influential journal articles and papers on aviation

management with an extensive introduction by the editor the volume is designed to improve access to

the journal literature for libraries expanding their collections and provide scholars with a convenient

and authoritative reference source tom lawton selects the best of the management literature in this

area from the top journals as well as including harder to find articles in the wider strategic

management literature the volume will be essential reading for all scholars and students interested in



aviation management issues as well as those working in the industry who want a snapshot of current

thinking in the field

Values, Ergonomics and Risk Management in Aviation Business

Strategy

2011-08-17

provides the analytical tools that will assist the manager of the aviation service business who wishes to

be competitive in today s aviation environment capitalize on challenges and opportunities this is a

practical reference for the individual in industry and also serves well in undergraduate and graduate

courses



Aviation Systems

2003

a vital resource for any aviation professional pilots aircraft maintenance engineers continuing

airworthiness management organizations aircraft owners private operators airline companies civil

aviation authority inspectors students flight schools independent contractors brokers aviation lawyers

applicable to both helicopter and fixed wing environments whether aircraft are operated privately or

commercially practical information is provided on airworthiness maintenance and operations and how

they interface with one another throughout their careers annalisa bret have worked with and helped

many clients and they now wish to share what they ve learned with as many aviation professionals as

possible their goal with this book is to translate regulatory requirements into practical processes for the

reader to understand the dynamics pertaining to the management of aircraft the different aspects

involved and the importance of the airworthiness operations maintenance relationship because



managing an aircraft is not a one person job many of the processes and cases described in the book

are applicable to most aviation professionals despite their expertise area of operations or respective

regulatory requirements the authors offer regulatory insights into some of the most common aviation

regulatory frameworks like faa easa canadian aviation regulation san marino aviation regulation and

the uk overseas territories requirements they depict different operational scenarios and offer dos and

don ts for aircraft management with real life examples taken directly from their journeys in the aviation

industry the book brilliantly merges the industry point of view offered by annalisa s expertise with bret s

perspective as a regulator chapters include chapter 1 introduction what we d like to achieve with this

book who are the protagonists of this book our intended audience chapter 2 aircraft management what

why and how what is airworthiness management why is airworthiness management important where

did airworthiness come from what to manage and how maintenance programs the importance of

traceability aircraft technical records defect traceability technical records the role of software providers

and analysts the role of the manufacturer in continued airworthiness single pilot operations aircraft



management organizations and airworthiness personnel the importance of writing a good manual new

old and transition aircraft training issues that we ve seen in industry chapter 3 operational dynamics

aircraft owners vs aircraft operators private vs commercial operations offshore operations and

helicopter management key insights for managing all types of operations chapter 4 the airworthiness

operations maintenance workflow general duties and responsibilities for flight ops airworthiness and

maintenance management with examples joint procedures manual jpm aviation school imprints chapter

5 quality safety culture what is quality and what is safety management quality what why and how to

manage it safety management system what why and how to manage it risk management what why

and how issues with quality and safety and how to avoid them chapter 6 audits inspections definition

and purpose of an audit are they really important types of audits examples of non compliances in

aircraft management consequences of non compliance chapter 7 civil aviation authorities what are they

and what are their goals authorities the different structures responsibility oversight and bilateral

agreements who checks on civil aviation authorities how to choose an authority chapter 8 moving



aviation forward ethics and aviation in person relationships and communication management

disconnections leadership and teamwork multitasking is it really effective personnel management and

human development time to jump to another level at the end the authors share their ideas for the

future of aviation they discuss how we move forward with some provoking thoughts about the

importance of ethics in aviation the inefficiencies of multitasking disconnection of the management

class teamwork and real leadership finally they offer their thoughts on a more profound approach to

human resources and the importance of taking care of the human part to move the aviation industry

that they are so passionate about into the future

Essentials of Aviation Management

2013-04-23

this book provides an overview of the aviation sector by focusing on all major aspects embedded in



the environment subsystems and the market of aviation the book explains the linkages between

subsystems politics society technology economy environment and regulation and how these

subsystems influence each other and the market the book starts by describing the aviation system

then focuses on the supply side and the demand side of the system and in a final part focuses on

steering and controlling the system of aviation from a managerial economic and regulatory perspective

examples and case studies of airports airlines and the production industry in each chapter support the

application oriented approach the summary and review questions help the reader to understand the

focus and main messages of each chapter students and researchers in business administration with a

focus on aviation as well as professionals in the industry looking to refresh or broaden their knowledge

in the field will benefit from this book



Business and Corporate Aviation Management, Second Edition

2014-05-01

an introduction to the principles of marketing and management as applied to the general aviation

industry the text explores the motivations and chracteristics unique to each market for general aviation

aircraft and the importance of the fixed based operator in the marketing process

Essentials of Aviation Management: A Guide for Aviation Serv

2017-05-15

this book delves into corporate governance sustainability and information systems related to the

aviation sector due to globalization and rise in cross border business the aviation sector has become

an essential means of transport however the industry has tremendous impact on social economic and



natural environments and carries significant risks the book explores such issues plaguing the aviation

sector under three key areas csr and sustainability information systems and risk management and

corporate governance and accountability in the airline industry the book concludes with an analysis of

the impact of covid 19 crisis on the industry and ways to respond and recover from the effects of the

pandemic

Strategic Management in Aviation

2021-07-30

combining the considerable respective expertise of triant flouris and dennis lock this unique book

highlights the ways that successful businesses are managed in the aviation industry through the

identification and application of proven project management methods theoretical concepts are defined

clarified and shown how they can be valuable to business managers and students of the aviation



business sector aviation project management builds on the successful and popular work of dennis lock

but is considerably enhanced by applications examples illustrations and case examples pertaining to

projects exclusively from the aviation industry theory in the project management field is already well

evolved so the purpose of this book is not to review that theory but rather to demonstrate how the

lessons of theory can be of practical use to aviation students and business managers it provides a

practical guide to those interested in how projects are managed and the common mistakes that

aviation project managers should avoid

Essentials of Aviation Management: a Guide for Aviation Service

Businesses

2024-05-20

operational information management is at a crossroads as it sheds the remaining vestiges of its paper



based processes and moves through the uncharted domain of electronic data processes the final

outcome is not yet in full focus but real progress has been made in the transition to electronic

documents providing the aviation industry with a clear direction this book looks at a combination of

industry initiatives and airline successes that point to the next steps that operators can take as they

transition to fully integrated information management systems although the route has not been fully

identified it is evident that a key to successful long term efficient information management is industry

wide cooperation the chapters are authored by a range of experts in operational information

management and collectively they outline ways that operators can improve efficiency across flight

ground and maintenance operations considerations and recommendations are identified and presented

addressing the following priorities safety critical information and procedures human factors information

security operational information standardization the readership includes airline flight operations

managers and standards personnel airline operating documents and publication specialists airline

information managers commercial pilots airline maintenance managers and personnel manufacturers



and vendors of aviation products aviation regulators and policy makers aviation researchers and

developers of information technologies and military technical publications specialists

INTRODUCTION TO AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT

2021-10-13

wheels up airline business plan development is the first text that teaches the fundamentals of strategic

business planning as they apply to the airline industry dr john wensveen an international consultant

and assistant professor of airline management at embry riddle aeronautical university focuses on

issues of particular concern to airline professionals flexibility in the current competitive environment the

importance of understanding the structural organization of an airline and the considerations necessary

when making any strategic decision are just a few of the recurring themes he addresses in addition the

reader is encouraged to consider current trends post 9 11 and topics of special interest cost cutting



aircraft fleet management and corporate structure to name a few while learning the process of creating

a successful business plan written to be accessible to executives graduates and undergraduates

wensveen s text will be of interest to aviation enthusiasts as well as professionals in the field

Aviation Systems

2011

aviation has grown leaps and bounds within the last decade aviation courses and training at all levels

have shown an exponential increase around the globe there has been a restricted focus on writing

books in this sector of the economy mainly due to the shortage of expertise in this specialist and

complex area this book was written with the purpose of meeting this need of the aviation sector due to

the diversified nature of aviation knowledge which includes flying engineering airports allied trades for

aircraft and airports airline and airport management and operations education etc one text alone will



not suffice and do justice to address all these areas it is envisaged to develop subsequent parts of this

book to cover all these knowledge areas this book is the first installment of any subsequent books and

explores issues including airline management and operations airline business models airport systems

flight operational procedures aircraft maintenance runway safety management systems and air traffic

management in particular attention will be given to aspects such as analysis of air traffic in a domestic

market runway safety management systems critical success factors for multiple mro service providers

key pain points of the industry to be addressed to move into the future new research on hub airports

for international flights new business models for airlines and runway safety management systems this

book is useful to aviation managers educators students and professionals interested in any of the

above issues



Risk Management and Corporate Sustainability in Aviation

1994

the original idea of kite flying from china was the first attempt of humankind to fly some man made

objects high into the air chinese used kites to send messages lift humans measure distances and test

winds during the 5th century to the 7th century ad they also prepared hot air balloons to scare away

enemies in the 3rd century bc later during the period of renaissance leonardo da vinci studied the

flying principles of birds and anticipated that an equal amount of resistance is offered by an object to

the air just as the resistance air offers to the object aviation management is an activity of planning

designing operating and maintaining aircraft and airports this is an introductory tutorial that provides an

overview of how airports and airlines are managed worldwide this book has been prepared for

beginners to help them understand the basics of aviation management it will be quite useful for those

who are keen on taking up a management career in aviation for all other enthusiastic readers this



tutorial is a good earning material the book is designed to provide general aviation users with

comprehensive information on advanced avionics equipment available in technically advanced aircraft

General Aviation Marketing and Management

1977

following on from their earlier collaboration aviation project management the authors have written this

more in depth book for those who need to study aviation project management in greater detail and

connect project management within an aviation context to prudent business decision making aviation

project management is described throughout all stages of a lifecycle that begins when the project is

first conceived and does not end until it has been successfully completed fully documented and put

into operational service



Essentials of Aviation Management

2022-10-26

Corporate Governance, Sustainability, and Information Systems in

the Aviation Sector, Volume I

2016-04-15

Aviation Project Management

2017-03-02



Aviation Information Management

1995

Essentials of Aviation Management

2005

Wheels Up

1992-01-01



Corporate Aviation Security

2019

Aviation and Its Management - Global Challenges and Opportunities

2020-10

Aviation Management

2009



Managing Aviation Projects from Concept to Completion
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